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Work in pairs. Look at the photo and discuss 
the questions.

1  Which adjectives would you use to describe 
the photo?

2  Do you like what the model is wearing?  
Why? / Why not?

3  Do you think fashion is important? Why? /  
Why not?

A model at a Junko Shimada fashion show in Paris, 
France

4
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1 Work in pairs. Read the pairs of sentences. Is the 
meaning the same (S) or different (D)?

 1 a It isn’t as hot as it was yesterday.
  b It was colder yesterday.
 2 a I won’t see you before five.
  b I’ll see you after five.
 3 a She hardly ever goes out in the snow.
  b She never goes out in the snow.
 4 a It didn’t start raining until the afternoon.
  b It didn’t rain in the afternoon.

2 11.3 Listen to the conversation. Are the 
sentences true (T) or false (F)?

 1 The girl doesn’t like the weather at the moment.

 2 The boy hates the rain.

 3 The boy has done his history project.

 4 The boy thinks it won’t be as cold in the afternoon.

 5 The girl isn’t happy about the weather forecast.

3 11.3 Read the question. Listen to the 
conversation again. Choose the correct photo,  
a or b.

What is the boy going to do in the afternoon?

1 Work in pairs. Choose a photo. Tell your partner 
if you have experienced this type of weather. 
Which weather is most common in your country?

4 Read the Exam Tip. Then read the Exam Task.

5 11.4 Now listen and complete the Exam Task.

Listening for negative verbs
• Some listening tasks ask you what a person did 

or plans to do.
• The speakers may talk about events or plans 

using a negative verb and words such as until, 
almost or nearly. For example, We almost didn’t 
go to the park = We went to the park. I’m not 
going until later this evening. = I am going, 
but later.

• Be careful of verbs that use almost, nearly or 
until with a negative verb.

Exam TIP

 

Multiple choice with picture options

For each question, choose the correct answer.

 1 What was the weather like last weekend?

      

 2 Where are they going for their day out?

      
5FEBRUARI3September

 3 When is the woman planning to go on holiday?

      

 4 How much are the sunglasses?

      

 5 When are they going to have lunch?

      

Exam TASK

A

A
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5 Now complete the Exam Task. Work in pairs.  
Act out the exam interview.

   Student A: You are the examiner. Read the 
instructions and questions in Task 1.

   Student B: You are the student. Answer the 
examiner’s questions. Use the Useful Language 
to help you.

   Then change roles. Use the questions in Task 2.

Conversation task

Task 1

Now we’re going to talk about weekend 
activities.

•  What do you like doing at the weekend?

•  What do you usually do at the weekend  
if it is raining?

•  Do you sometimes go walking or cycling?

•  Tell me about what you did last weekend.

Task 2

Now we’re going to talk about seasonal activities.

•  What do you like doing in the winter?

• What is your favourite season and why?

•  Do you like to go to the beach in the summer?

•  Tell me about a summer or winter holiday that 
you enjoyed.

Exam TASK

 

Useful LANGUAGE
Stating preferences
I prefer (summer) to (winter) because …
I prefer to (go cycling in the spring) because …
I don’t like (hiking in the winter) because (it is more 
dangerous).
Talking about possible situations 
If it is raining, I usually …
I always … if it is sunny and warm.
We don’t usually … if the weather is bad.
Talking about past experiences
Last winter, we went on holiday to …
A few weeks ago, we visited …
I really enjoyed my visit to … because …

2 Discuss the questions with your partner.

 1 What’s your favourite kind of weather?
 2 What do you do at the weekend when it rains?
 3 What do you do at the weekend when it’s sunny 

and hot?
 4 Do you prefer hot weather or cold weather? Why?

3 Work in pairs.

 Student A: Turn to page 171.

 Student B: Turn to page 172.

  Take turns to ask and answer questions about 
the weather.

4 Read the Exam Tip. Think about what you can 
say on the topic of weekend and seasonal 
activities.

Answering yes / no questions and giving  
more details
• In some exam tasks, the examiner will choose 

two topics from a list and ask you some 
questions.

• Make sure you can talk about all the topics on 
the list.

• Respond with short answers, then add two or 
three sentences with more details. For example, 

 Examiner: Do you like winter sports?
 You: Yes, I do. I really enjoy snowboarding. Last 

winter, I went snowboarding with my friends in 
the mountains.

• Remember to thank the examiner and say 
goodbye at the end.

Exam TIP

a

b

a

c

b

d

September
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11 Speaking  
talking about weather and seasons; answering yes / no questions and giving more details; 
conversation task Listening listening for negative verbs; multiple choice with picture options

LIVE WELL, STUDY WELL
Live well, study well lessons introduce a life  
or study skill and a linked wellbeing topic,  
designed to help students manage their  
personal and academic life, and future career.

SUPPORTS EXAM SUCCESS 
New Close-up has been updated to 
support students preparing for the 
Cambridge exams and more, including 
the 2020 Preliminary and Key updates.

1 Work in pairs. Discuss these questions. 

 1 Are you an ambitious person? Why? / Why not?
 2 What things show that you are / aren’t ambitious?
 3 What’s your greatest achievement to date?
 4 Is success important to you?
 5 What are your goals for the future?

2 Look at the photos. What qualities do you think 
each person has got? Discuss with your partner. 
Use some of these words or your own ideas.

ambitious  creative  determined  
hard-working  patient  successful

3 5.7 Listen to Marco and Lana. What two clubs 
does each person choose? 

 • comic design • handball • sewing
 • Thursday Theatre • volleyball

4 5.7 Listen again. Underline the expressions in 
the Useful Language that you hear.

5 Work in pairs. Imagine you are writing your 
personal statement for applying for a course. 
Take turns to discuss the following things. 

 • any work experience you’ve done and what it 
taught you

 • any clubs you’re a member of and what skills you 
have learned

 • what you do in your spare time and why you 
enjoy it

 • your achievements or any awards you’ve won

6 Read the Exam Tip. Then work in pairs and 
complete the Exam Task.

1 Tick the words which make you think of ambition 
and success. Can you think of any more?

achieve  aim  be determined  believe   
effort  give up  inspire  lose hope

2 Work in pairs. Compare your lists from Exercise 1. 
Are your answers the same or different? 

3 5.4 Read the Exam Tip. Then listen to six 
sentences containing different forms of these 
words (1–6). Write the words you hear.

 1 intelligence 
 2 motivate 
 3 inspire 
 4 achieve 
 5 succeed 

 6 compete 

4 5.5 Read the Exam Tip again. Look at the notes 
that three students made during a talk about 
university applications. Listen and choose the 
best set of notes (1–3).

1 University application

•  personal details, e.g. name, address, age, school, 
grades

•  personal statement: ambitions, interesting, 
truthful

•  clubs/awards, e.g. football, teamwork; Player of 
the Year cup + others

•  make it personal

2 •  Ms Salman talking about university application 
forms

•  easy bits, details, grades
•  important to include skills, clubs, prizes, true
•  make statement interesting

3 •  must include lots of things like my name, 
age, which school I’m at, the grades I’ve got, 
where I live

•  I need to include a personal statement which 
must talk about my ambitions – be very 
interesting and the reader must know it’s true

•  have I won anything? think about this and 
include, but must be true and personal

5 Read the Exam Task and answer these questions.

 1 How many people will you listen to?
 2 Will they all talk about the same topic?
 3 How many matching statements are there?
 4 Will you need to use all of the statements?

6 5.6 Now listen and complete the Exam Task.

Identifying key words and taking notes
• With multiple-matching questions, read all the 

statements first and underline the important 
words. 

• The first time you listen, try to identify the main 
points each speaker makes and take notes. 
Remember, the answer might not include the 
exact word or phrase that you hear, but the 
meaning will be the same.

• The second time you listen, compare your notes 
with the statements and find the best match.

Exam TIP

Matching prompts to spoken text

You will hear five short extracts in which people are 
talking about their ambitions. For questions 1–5, 
choose from the list (A–H) what each person says 
about ambitions. Use the letters only once. There 
are three extra letters which you do not need to use.

 A Ambitions can be split into two categories: 
realistic and unrealistic. 

 B You should set out your ambitions on social 
media. 

 C You shouldn’t have ambitions, because you’re 
not likely to achieve them.

 D You should have a few ambitions, but make 
sure they’re achievable and don’t aim too high.

 E You can have a happy life without being 
ambitious.

 F What you see on social media can influence 
your ambitions.

 G Your ambitions should be based on how much 
money you’ve got.  

 H If you believe you can achieve something, it’s 
likely that you can.

Speaker 1 

Speaker 2 

Speaker 3 

Speaker 4 

Speaker 5 

Exam TASK

Discussing all the options
• When you have a discussion with your partner 

in the exam, it’s important to talk about all 
the options first, before deciding on the best 
solution.

• You should explain why you think each option is 
good or bad and give reasons for your opinion. 
Remember, it doesn’t matter what your opinion 
is as long as you can justify it.

Exam TIP

Collaborative task

Your friend wants to become an artist. Here are 
some ideas which could help them. Talk to each 
other about what your friend should do. Then 
decide which option would be best for your friend.

Why would  
these ideas 
be useful for  
someone who  
wants to  
become an  
artist?

doing as much 
artwork as they  
can to show  
to people

reading 
books about 
famous  
artists and 
their workjoining an 

after-school 
art club

practising 
different 
methods and 
techniques

visiting  
museums and  
art galleries  
to get  
inspiration

Exam TASK

Useful LANGUAGE

Talking about all the options
Shall we start with …
Which one shall we discuss first?
Let’s move onto …
What do you think about …
Expressing certainty 
There’s no doubt …
I’m sure (that) …
It’s true that …
Expressing uncertainty
It’s hard to say, but … I probably won’t …
I’m not (entirely) sure. On the other hand, …
I suppose that … It might be better …

Young people often seem more ambitious 
than older people. Why do you think that is?

your
 ideas

a

b

5
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Listening identifying key words and taking notes; matching prompts to spoken text Speaking discussing all the options; collaborative task

VIDEO LESSONS

REVISED  
VOCABULARY AND 
EXERCISE TYPES

A COMPREHENSIVE  
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SUPPORTS EXAM PREPRATION 
AND LEARNER WELLBEING

1 Match the interests (1–5) with the words and 
phrases (a–e).

 1 collecting things
 2 sports
 3 making things
 4 reading
 5 music

 a magazines, books, blogs
 b food, pictures, clothes
 c playing an instrument, singing, writing songs
 d skateboarding, snowboarding, windsurfing
 e stamps, cards, comic books

2 Work in pairs. Which things from Exercise 1 do 
you like doing?

3 Read the article on page 79. What is it about? 
Choose the best option (a–c).

 a The article is about three people who have all won 
competitions.

 b The article is about three people who all loved 
making things.

 c The article is about three people whose free-time 
activities changed their lives.

4 Read the Exam Tip. Then read the Exam Task. 
Look for synonyms in the texts.

5 Now complete the Exam Task.

Looking for phrases with the same meaning
• In multiple-matching exam tasks, it is helpful to 

think of different ways of saying the key ideas.
• Sometimes, a noun or an adjective in the 

question can have the same meaning as a 
phrase or sentence in the text. For example, it’s 
popular = lots of people saw it on the internet.

• Read the text to find phrases that could mean 
the same as key words in the question.

Exam TIP

Multiple matching

For each question, choose the correct answer.

 1 Who had a hobby 
that became a 
business?

 2 Who won an 
international prize?

 3 Who has posted  
their story on the 
internet?

 4 Who helped people 
in their town?

 5 Who wants to help 
people around the 
world?

 6 Who didn’t make 
things for a hobby?

 7 Who used old things 
to make something 
new?

Kelvin   Margielyn   Shubham

 A B C

 A B C

 A B C

 A B C

 A B C

 A B C

 A B C

Exam TASK

• Think about the things you love doing. 
Do you think you will still love doing 
them in the future? Why? / Why not?

• Can you think of any other people whose 
lives have changed because of their  
free-time activities?

your
ideas

78 79

7

1
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Reading looking for phrases with the same meaning; multiple matching

What do you love doing in your free time? These three young people had 
very different hobbies but, for each person, their passions helped to make a 
difference to their lives. 

Kelvin Doe, Freetown, Sierra Leone

When Kelvin Doe was ten years old, he started collecting broken radios 
and pieces of metal and he taught himself how to make new things with 
them. Soon, Kelvin learned how to make his own battery. This provided 
electricity for his house and other houses near him. Then he made his own 
radio equipment and started a community radio station. Kelvin became 
DJ Focus and today, millions of people have watched an online video about 
his amazing story.

Margielyn Didal, Cebu City, the Philippines

Margielyn Didal didn’t have a skateboard when she was growing up, but 
that didn’t stop her. She borrowed a friend’s skateboard and practised 
while her mum was working at a street-food stall. At first, Margielyn’s 
parents weren’t happy about her hobby. But Margielyn started to enter 
competitions … and to win them! In 2018, when she was 19, Margielyn 
won a gold medal for skateboarding at the Asian Games.

Shubham Banerjee, California, USA

Shubham Banerjee always loved making models of things like planes and 
cars. One day, he read about Braille. He learned that Braille printers are 
very expensive. So when he was just twelve years old, Shubham made a 
cheap 3D Braille printer from a Lego® robotics kit for a school science fair. 
He won first prize and now he has his own company. ‘You don’t get big 
from trying to make money,’ says Shubham. ‘Do something to help people.’

passion (n): something you love doing
battery (n): a device that makes electricity
provide (v): give
equipment (n): things you need to do something
community (n): a group of people who live in one place
Braille (n): a system of writing for people who can’t see

word
focus

Find your passion
7.1

Multiple choice with six texts

For each question, choose the correct answer.

 1  A  Dieter is selling the 
phone because it is 
old.

 B Part of the phone 
needs to be changed.

 C The phone is for sale 
for a short time.

 2  A Hamid wants Rania to 
meet him tomorrow.

 B  Rania is a member 
of the digital 
photography club.

 C  Katie is meeting 
Rania at the Arts 
Centre tomorrow.

 3  A This shop is only open 
for one day.

 B You can get a cheaper 
computer today.

 C Some laptops are half 
price today.

Mobile phone 
for sale. Only six 
months old but 
needs new screen.
Phone Dieter –  
07700 900143

COMPUTER 
PLANET  

Our sale is out of 
this world!

•  For one day only

•  All our printers 
now half price!

•  Plus an amazing 
25% discount on 
selected laptops

 4   A Azra wants to go to 
a party with Aysu.

 B Azra hasn’t got a 
printer at her house.

 C Azra wants to use 
the printer at Aysu’s 
house.

 5  A You can’t use the 
computers for 
homework.

 B Mrs Webb can help 
you download files.

 C You need a 
password to use the 
computer.

 6  A Jun doesn’t know 
Hiroki’s email 
address.

 B Hiroki wants to get 
some information  
from Jun.

 C Hiroki needs some 
help with her 
project.

The RULES
•  These computers are 

for school work only!
•  Don’t show your 

password to other 
students.

•  Speak to Mrs Webb 
if you have problems 
with your password.

•  Don’t download 
any files from the 
internet.

Exam TASK

1 Work in pairs. Look at the photos on page 31. 
Discuss the questions.

 1 What technology can you see?
 2 What do you think the people are using the 

technology for?

2 Read the article on page 31 and check your 
ideas.

3 Read the article again and answer the questions.

 1 Why do the Samburu people often move?
 2 How do the farmers use their mobile phones?
 3 Where do the women in the photo live?
 4 How are they using technology?

The Samburu people live in northern Kenya. They have cows, 
sheep and goats. They don’t stay in one place all the time because 
the land is very dry. They follow their animals, looking for food 
and water. But now, their lives are changing. Like over 80% of 
the population in Kenya, many Samburu farmers own a mobile 
phone. Even in very remote places, like the Samburu Reserve, 
farmers use their phones to buy and sell their animals. They have 
special apps on their phones to find more information about their 
animals. This can help them look after them better.

The Samburu women and children are also using technology. 
At a small primary school in the Samburu Reserve, children 
and women are learning how to use tablets to find out new 
information about the world.

1

10

follow (v): walk behind someone
remote (adj): distant, far away
app (n):  a program on a mobile phone
find out (v): learn about, discover

word
focus

4 Read the Exam Tip. Then look at the six texts in 
the Exam Task. Find three text messages, one 
notice and two advertisements.

5 Now complete the Exam Task. Remember to 
think about the context of each text.

 

Thinking about context
• Some exam reading tasks have six short texts.  

It is useful to think about the context of each 
text – where and when you might see it.

• What kind of text is it? For example, is it an 
email, or a text message or a note?

• Where do you usually see this kind of text? For 
example, on a noticeboard or on a phone.

• Look for clues in the texts that tell you more 
about the context.

Exam TIP

3.1

Hi Rania. I’m 
meeting Katie at 
the Arts Centre 
tomorrow. We’ve 
joined their new 
digital photography 
club. It’s from  
6–8 p.m. on 
Wednesday 
evenings. Do you 
want to come too? 
Hamid

Hiroki, can you 
text me your 
email address? I 
want to send you 
some information 
about technology 
in Africa for our 
project. Don’t 
forget – we’re 
working on it 
tomorrow after 
school!  Jun

Aysu: What are 
you doing this 
afternoon? Can 
I come to your 
house and use your 
printer for half an 
hour? Mine isn’t 
working and I want 
to print out the 
invitations to my 
party. Thanks! 
 Azra

Samburu women at a digital 
multimedia class 

��

��

Technology     
  changes lives

3

30 31

Reading thinking about context; multiple choice with six texts

Work in pairs. Look at the photo and discuss 
the questions.

1  Bob is a rescued flamingo, whose owner uses 
him to help people think about nature and the 
environment. How might a bird like this teach 
people to change their habits?

2  What other animals do you think could be used 
in schools to teach children about life outside 
school?

Children carry Flamingo Bob into school in Curaçao, 
the Caribbean

125

11Life lessons
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BRINGS LEARNERS CLOSER TO THE WORLD

Before you watch

1  Work in pairs. Look at the photo and discuss the 
questions.

 1 Have you ever been climbing?
 2 Would you like to climb here? Why? / Why not?
 3 Think of three adjectives to describe the photo.
 4 How did the photographer take this photo?

While you watch

2 4 Watch the video. Are the sentences true (T) 
or false (F)?

 1 Many people like to climb the rocks at Yosemite 
National Park.

 2 This is Jimmy Chin’s first visit to Yosemite.
 3 Jimmy already knows some of the other climbers at 

Yosemite.
 4 Jimmy, Tommy and Kevin aren’t going to spend 

the night on El Capitan.
 5 Tommy and Kevin don’t use any ropes when they 

climb.
 6 Jimmy takes photos, but he doesn’t climb with 

Tommy and Kevin.

After you watch

3 4 Complete the summary of the video with 
these words. Then watch the video again and 
check your answers.

camp  climber  dangerous  fifteen  
fingers  rock  photographer  safely

Jimmy Chin is a National Geographic 1  
and videographer. He’s also a very good  
2  . At the moment he’s at Yosemite 
National Park. There is a community of climbers at 
Yosemite. They 3  there and practise 
climbing together. Jimmy first started climbing at 
Yosemite 4  years ago. He loves spending 
time with other climbers here. Jimmy, Tommy and  
Kevin are climbing a 5  called El Capitan. 
It’s about 914 metres high. Tommy and Kevin use  
their 6  to pull themselves up the rock.  
It can be very 7  . Jimmy has to climb  
8  and take photographs at the same time.

• If you were climbing El Capitan would 
you feel scared or excited?

• Do you think anybody could do Jimmy 
Chin's job? Why? / Why not?

your
 ideas

Alex Honnold climbs carefully up El Capitan 
in Yosemite National Park, USA

Live well, study well making friends, being yourself1

100100

8 Video Climbing El Capitan

Multiple choice with six texts

For each question, choose the correct answer.

 1  A  Dieter is selling the 
phone because it is 
old.

 B Part of the phone 
needs to be changed.

 C The phone is for sale 
for a short time.

 2  A Hamid wants Rania to 
meet him tomorrow.

 B  Rania is a member 
of the digital 
photography club.

 C  Katie is meeting 
Rania at the Arts 
Centre tomorrow.

 3  A This shop is only open 
for one day.

 B You can get a cheaper 
computer today.

 C Some laptops are half 
price today.

Mobile phone 
for sale. Only six 
months old but 
needs new screen.
Phone Dieter –  
07700 900143

COMPUTER 
PLANET  

Our sale is out of 
this world!

•  For one day only

•  All our printers 
now half price!

•  Plus an amazing 
25% discount on 
selected laptops

 4   A Azra wants to go to 
a party with Aysu.

 B Azra hasn’t got a 
printer at her house.

 C Azra wants to use 
the printer at Aysu’s 
house.

 5  A You can’t use the 
computers for 
homework.

 B Mrs Webb can help 
you download files.

 C You need a 
password to use the 
computer.

 6  A Jun doesn’t know 
Hiroki’s email 
address.

 B Hiroki wants to get 
some information  
from Jun.

 C Hiroki needs some 
help with her 
project.

The RULES
•  These computers are 

for school work only!
•  Don’t show your 

password to other 
students.

•  Speak to Mrs Webb 
if you have problems 
with your password.

•  Don’t download 
any files from the 
internet.

Exam TASK

1 Work in pairs. Look at the photos on page 31. 
Discuss the questions.

 1 What technology can you see?
 2 What do you think the people are using the 

technology for?

2 Read the article on page 31 and check your 
ideas.

3 Read the article again and answer the questions.

 1 Why do the Samburu people often move?
 2 How do the farmers use their mobile phones?
 3 Where do the women in the photo live?
 4 How are they using technology?

The Samburu people live in northern Kenya. They have cows, 
sheep and goats. They don’t stay in one place all the time because 
the land is very dry. They follow their animals, looking for food 
and water. But now, their lives are changing. Like over 80% of 
the population in Kenya, many Samburu farmers own a mobile 
phone. Even in very remote places, like the Samburu Reserve, 
farmers use their phones to buy and sell their animals. They have 
special apps on their phones to find more information about their 
animals. This can help them look after them better.

The Samburu women and children are also using technology. 
At a small primary school in the Samburu Reserve, children 
and women are learning how to use tablets to find out new 
information about the world.

1

10

follow (v): walk behind someone
remote (adj): distant, far away
app (n):  a program on a mobile phone
find out (v): learn about, discover

word
focus

4 Read the Exam Tip. Then look at the six texts in 
the Exam Task. Find three text messages, one 
notice and two advertisements.

5 Now complete the Exam Task. Remember to 
think about the context of each text.

 

Thinking about context
• Some exam reading tasks have six short texts.  

It is useful to think about the context of each 
text – where and when you might see it.

• What kind of text is it? For example, is it an 
email, or a text message or a note?

• Where do you usually see this kind of text? For 
example, on a noticeboard or on a phone.

• Look for clues in the texts that tell you more 
about the context.

Exam TIP

3.1

Hi Rania. I’m 
meeting Katie at 
the Arts Centre 
tomorrow. We’ve 
joined their new 
digital photography 
club. It’s from  
6–8 p.m. on 
Wednesday 
evenings. Do you 
want to come too? 
Hamid

Hiroki, can you 
text me your 
email address? I 
want to send you 
some information 
about technology 
in Africa for our 
project. Don’t 
forget – we’re 
working on it 
tomorrow after 
school!  Jun

Aysu: What are 
you doing this 
afternoon? Can 
I come to your 
house and use your 
printer for half an 
hour? Mine isn’t 
working and I want 
to print out the 
invitations to my 
party. Thanks! 
 Azra

Samburu women at a digital 
multimedia class 

��

��

Technology     
  changes lives
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Reading thinking about context; multiple choice with six texts
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Live well, study well making friends; be yourself

1 Look at the information. Read the statements. 
Are the sentences true (T) or false (F)?

 1 Most people make a new friend in under  
60 hours.

 2 We make nearly 400 friends in our lives.
 3 Most babies begin to learn about friendship  

when they are six months old.
 4 Most people can ask 150 friends if they  

have a problem.
 5 Most people have fewer than 20 good friends.

2 Work in pairs. Look at the information again and 
think about you and your friends.

 • Do the numbers surprise you?
 • Do you think it’s useful to read information like this?

3 Discuss the questions with your partner.

 1 What makes a good friend?
 2 What are some ways to make new friends?
 3 Do you think new friends are as important as old 

friends? Why? / Why not?
 4 Describe one of your good friends.

4  Work in pairs. Read the Mind your Mind 
information. Discuss the questions.

 1 Do you think the tips are useful? Why? / Why not?
 2 Which tip do you think is the hardest to do? Why?
 3 Which tip do you think is the most important? Why?

Mind your Mind
Be yourself
You are at a new school and you don’t  
know anyone. It’s time to make some new  
friends … but how?
•  To find friends with similar hobbies and interests, 

ask people what they’re interested in.
•  Join a club, but choose one that you’ll enjoy.
• Remember, everyone is feeling nervous. Relax!
•  Be yourself. Find people you feel comfortable with 

and like you for who you are.
•  Remember, it doesn’t matter if you’ve got lots 

of friends or just a few. True friends are what’s 
important.

5 Work in pairs. Write three more tips for making 
friends at a new school.

Useful LANGUAGE
We’re going to (talk about / play) … 
Usually / Often, people (talk about / like to) … 
You should / ought to (be yourself / join this club).
You shouldn’t (talk about / ask about) …
You need to (ask questions / talk to people).
You can / could (say hello / shake hands).
I think (you should talk about … ) because …

PROJECT  1

Work in groups. Create a game or activity to  
help people make friends in a new situation.

 Think about:
• ways to help people speak to each other
• encouraging people to ask questions
• ways to help people have fun
• encouraging people to be themselves and share who 

they are.
 You can do the activity in the next lesson.

PROJECT  2

Create a presentation about how to make friends in a 
new school or class.

 Think about:
• ways to introduce yourself
• topics to talk about, or not talk about
• ways to spend time with new friends.
 Include images and give examples. Give your 
presentation in the next lesson.

  your
 project

5 
the number of 
friends we can ask 
for help

15  
the number of close 
friends most people 
have

396 
the average number 
of friends we make in 
our lives

150 
the number of friends 
we have at one time

50 hours 
the average time it takes 
to make a new friend

Friendships

9months 
the average age we 
start to understand 
friendships

1
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Live well, study well  being a team player; having confidence in 
yourself

1 Work in pairs. Look at the information and 
discuss the questions.

 1 Have you ever worked in a team? What was it like?
 2 Who were the best team players? Why?
 3 Were some people bad team players? Why?

2 Number the ideas in the diagram in order of 
importance (1–6). Can you add any other ideas?

3 It’s important to listen to others and respect 
their ideas. Work in pairs. Rewrite the replies 
in the conversations (1–4). What would a good 
team player say?

 1 A: Let’s ask Karl to give the presentation.
  B: No way! Lee is much better.
 2 A: I think we should have a red background.
  B: Red? No, I want blue.
 3 A: Who should we ask to plan the event?
  B: Don’t ask Erica. She won’t do a good job.
 4 A: We need to discuss the research now.
  B: That’s not important. I want to talk about …

4 Work with a new partner. Do you agree with 
these statements?

 1 People who have lots of brothers and sisters are 
better team members.

 2 Some people are natural leaders.
 3 It’s important to make people listen to your opinion.
 4 It’s important to have fun when working in a team.

5 Read the Mind your Mind information. Discuss 
the questions.

 1 Are the tips useful for you? Why? / Why not?
 2 Do the tips make you feel differently about working 

in a team?

Mind your Mind
Having confidence in yourself
• It can be difficult to work in a team if  

you are quiet or not very confident.  
Remember that everybody is important in a team, 
and everybody has something worth saying.

• Don’t be afraid to share your ideas. Learn to have 
confidence in your opinion.

• It’s important to listen to other people – 
encourage quiet team members to speak up.

• A good team has lots of different skills. Find your 
strength and do things that you know you can 
do well. When you are confident doing that, try 
something new – you might develop a new skill.

6 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions

 1 Do you feel confident or shy in a group?
 2 How can confident people help others?
 3 How can shy people make their voice heard?
 4 How can working in a team help your confidence?

Useful LANGUAGE
Which item do you think is the most important, (Jan)?
I think (a compass is the most important) because …
What about (matches)? They could be (useful).
You could use … to …
I like that idea, but … might be more important 
because …
That’s a great suggestion. Well done.
Shall we vote for a (team leader / presenter)?
Does everybody understand what they need to do?
Are you any good at … ? / Do you know how to … ?

PROJECT  1

Work in teams. You are on a desert island. 

Look at the list of items you can have to help you. 
Number them in order from 1 (the most important) to  
10 (the least important). You must all agree on an order.

sun cream  fishing equipment  ten metres of rope  
a radio  a compass  several tins of beans  
several bars of chocolate  a laptop   
matches  blankets

Present your order to the class and explain your reasons.

PROJECT  2

Work in teams. You want to raise money for a group in 
your community. Make a plan of action.

 Think about:
• what event or activity you might do to raise money
• the strengths of each team member and the tasks 

they might do
• how to divide up the tasks so that everyone is happy.
 Present your plan to the class.

  your
 project

How to work  
in a team

respect other 
people

be reliable

do your share

listen to 
others

communicate 
your ideas

support team 
members
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FOR STUDENTS STARTER  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Student’s Book with Online Practice and Student’s eBook N/A 9780357421680 9780357421697 9780357421703 9780357421710

Student’s Book Combo with Online Practice and Student’s eBook 9780357421727 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Student’s Book Combo 9780357418949 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Online Practice and Student’s eBook, Printed Access Code 9780357457528 9780357457481 9780357457498 9780357457504 9780357457511

Online Practice and Student's eBook, Electronic Access Code 9780357427538 9780357427491 9780357427507 9780357427514 9780357427521

Student’s Book N/A 9780357418918 9780357418925 9780357418932 9780357419878

Workbook N/A 9780357426371 9780357426388 9780357426395 9780357426364

Combo Split A with Online Practice and Student’s eBook N/A 9780357426715 9780357426739 9780357426753 9780357426777

Combo Split B with Online Practice and Student’s eBook N/A 9780357426722 9780357426746 9780357426760 9780357426784

FOR TEACHERS STARTER  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Teacher’s Book 9780357426487 9780357426449 9780357426456 9780357426463 9780357426470

Classroom Presentation Tool 9780357427484 9780357427446 9780357427453 9780357427460 9780357427477

A M E R I C A N  E N G L I S H
FOR STUDENTS FOUNDATION  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Student’s Book 9781337624787 9781305862975 9781305509313 9781305862951 9781305862968

Student’s Book/Online Workbook Package 9781337743808 9781337610926 9781337610933 9781337610940 9781337610919

Workbook 9781337624817 9781305872684 9781305872653 9781305872660 9781305872677

Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337627191 9781305873759 9781305873728 9781305873735 9781305873742

Online Workbook Electronic Access Code 9781337627184 9781305873711 9781305873667 9781305873674 9781305873681

Student’s eBook Printed Access Code 9780357046739 9780357046692 9781305872653 9781305872660 9781305872677

Student’s eBook Electronic Access Code 9780357046685 9780357046647 9780357046654 9780357046661 9780357046678

Combo Split A 9781337627856 9781305874534 9780357046708 9780357046715 9780357046722

Combo Split A/Online Workbook Package 9781337743815 9781337744713 9781337744737 9781337743785 9781337743761

Combo Split B 9781337627863 9781305873575 9781305873520 9781305873544 9781305873568

Combo Split B/Online Workbook Package 9781337743792 9781337744720 9781337744744 9781337744751 9781337743778

FOR TEACHERS FOUNDATION  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with MP3 Audio CD, Teacher Resource CD-ROM, and DVD 9781337627832 9781305873612 9781305873582 9781305873599 9781305873605

Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337627177 9781337786447 9781337786454 9781337786461 9781337786478

ExamView® Assessment Suite 9781337627849 9781305874527 9781305874497 9781305874503 9781305874510

B R I T I S H  E N G L I S H
FOR STUDENTS FOUNDATION  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Student’s Book 9781337280310 9781337281065 9781337281072 9781337281089 9781337281096

Student’s Book with Online Workbook 9781337504041 9781337504003 9781337504010 9781337504027 9781337504034

Workbook with Audio CD 9781337293969 9781337293921 9781337293938 9781337293945 9781337293952

Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337293709 9781337293716 9781337293723 9781337293730 9781337293747

Online Workbook Electronic Access Code 9781337293655 9781337293662 9781337293679 9781337293686 9781337293693

Student’s eBook Printed Access Code 9780357647721 9780357647738 9780357647745 9780357647752 9780357647769

Student’s eBook Electronic Access Code 9780357641477 9780357641224 9780357641231 9780357641248 9780357641255

FOR TEACHERS FOUNDATION  LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with MP3 Audio CD, Teacher Resource CD-ROM, and DVD 9781337293891 9781337293853 9781337293860 9781337293877 9781337293884

Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337293600 9781337786317 9781337786324 9781337786331 9781337293648

ExamView® Assessment Suite 9781337293808 9781337293815 9781337293822 9781337293839 9781337293846

5 Levels CEFR Pre-A1 to B1   
True Beginner to Pre-Intermediate 
American English   
Up to 4 Teaching Hours/Week

PAGE 64

5 Levels CEFR A1 to B2 
High Beginner to Intermediate  
American and British English  
Up to 6 Teaching Hours/Week

PAGE 70

A M E R I C A N  E N G L I S H
FOR STUDENTS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Student’s Book/Online Workbook Package 9781337808057 9781337808033 9781337808095 9781337808071

Student’s Book 9781337277129 9781337277136 9781337277143 9781337277150

Combo Split A 9781337297387 9781337297400 9781337297424 9781337297448

Combo Split B 9781337297394 9781337297417 9781337297431 9781337297455

Workbook 9781337297318 9781337297295 9781337297301 9781337297325

Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337297868 9781337297875 9781337297882 9781337297899

Online Workbook Electronic Access Code 9781337297820 9781337297837 9781337297844 9781337297851

Student’s eBook Printed Access Code 9780357454633 9780357454640 9780357454657 9780357454664

Student’s eBook Electronic Access Code 9780357516607 9780357516614 9780357516621 9780357516638

FOR TEACHERS LEVEL 1  LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with Audio CD and DVD 9781337297639 9781337297646 9781337297653 9781337297660

Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337297592 9781337297608 9781337297615 9781337297622

ExamView® Assessment Suite 9781337297677

B R I T I S H  E N G L I S H
FOR STUDENTS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Student’s Book/Online Workbook Package 9781337808064 9781337808040 9781337808101 9781337808088

Student’s Book 9781337277167 9781337277174 9781337277181 9781337277198

Combo Split A 9781337298377 9781337298391 9781337298414 9781337298438

Combo Split B 9781337298384 9781337298407 9781337298421 9781337298445

Workbook 9781337627108 9781337627115 9781337627122 9781337627139

Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337298704 9781337298711 9781337298728 9781337298735

Online Workbook Electronic Access Code 9781337298667 9781337298674 9781337298681 9781337298698

Student’s eBook Printed Access Code 9780357647936 9780357647912 9780357647929 9780357647943

Student’s eBook Electronic Access Code 9780357435663 9780357435656 9780357435649 9780357435632

FOR TEACHERS LEVEL 1  LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

Lesson Planner with Audio CD and DVD 9781337298544 9781337298551 9781337298568 9781337298575

Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337298490 9781337298506 9781337298513 9781337298520

ExamView® Assessment Suite 9781337298582

FOR STUDENTS A2 B1 B1+ B2 B2+

Student's Book with Online Practice and Student's eBook 9780357440100 9780357440117 9780357434123 9780357434116 9780357440186

Student's Book 9780357433973 9780357433980 9780357433997 9780357434000 9780357434017

Workbook 9780357434024 9780357434031 9780357434048 9780357440193 9780357434055

Online Practice and Student's eBook, PAC 9780357440308 9780357440315 9780357440322 9780357440339 9780357440346

Online Practice and Student's eBook, EAC 9780357510193 9780357510223 9780357638323 9780357510278 9780357510308

FOR TEACHERS A2 B1 B1+ B2 B2+

Teacher's Book 9780357434062 9780357434079 9780357434086 9780357434093 9780357434109

Classroom Presentation Tool 9780357434178 9780357434185 9780357434192 9780357434208 9780357434215

4 Levels CEFR A2 to C1   
Beginner to Advanced  
American and British English  
Up to 3 Teaching Hours/Week

PAGE 76

PAGE 82
5 Levels | A2 to B2+
Beginner to Upper-Intermediate 
British English  
Up to 3 Teaching Hours/Week
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For more information, contact your local National Geographic Learning representative at ELTNGL.com/repfinder.


